Writing is an essential craft in the sciences. Like any craft, writing can be greatly improved and made a little easier by practice, managing your writing behavior and incorporating elements of good storytelling.

This course will cover the basic elements of scientific writing and publishing as outlined in the syllabus below. The course only deals with English grammar and usage as they most often apply to writing papers. Throughout, writing in English for non-native speakers will be given special consideration.

Discussion sessions focused on actual manuscripts that are being written by students as part of their degree programs and analyses of published papers will reinforce class material. It is not, however, required that students in the course be actually writing a paper.

The course lectures and assignments will be in English. Class discussions can be in English or Spanish.

Temario

1. 9 Aug. Introduction: Writing as a craft. Writing behavior.
2. 16 Aug. Approaches to science writing. Write to produce something to revise. Tips for writing in English as a second language.

9. 4 Oct. The AMRAD structure: Results.


11. 18 Oct The AMRAD structure: Discussion.


13. 8 Nov. Presentation of results: Figures and Tables.

14. 15 Nov. The publication process: When is the paper ready? Choosing a journal.

15. 22 Nov. The publication process: Peer review and manuscript revisions.
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